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a b s t r a c t

Recent years have seen a significant increase in borehole microseismic data acquisition programs asso-
ciated with unconventional reservoir developments such as hydraulic fracturing programs for shale oil
and gas. The data so acquired is used for hydraulic fracture monitoring and diagnostics and therefore, the
quality of the data in terms of resolution and accuracy has a significant impact on its value to the in-
dustry. Borehole microseismic data acquired in such environments typically suffer from propagation
effects due to the presence of thin interbedded shale layers as well as noise and interference effects.
Moreover, acquisition geometry has significant impact on detectability across portions of the sensor
array. Our work focuses on developing robust first arrival detection and pick selection workflow for both
P and S waves specifically designed for such environments. We introduce a novel workflow for refine-
ment of picks with immunity towards significant noise artifacts and applicability over data with very low
signal-to-noise ratio provided some accurate picks have already been made. This workflow utilizes multi-
step hybrid detection and classification routine which makes use of a neural network based autopicker
for initial picking and an evolutionary algorithm for pick refinement. We highlight the results from an
actual field case study including multiple examples demonstrating immunity towards noise and compare
the effectiveness of the workflow with two contemporary autopicking routines without the application
of the shared detection/refinement procedure. Finally, we use a windowed waveform cross-correlation
based uncertainty estimation method for potential quality control purposes. While the workflow was
developed to work with the neural network based autopicker, it can be used with any other traditional
autopicker and provides significant improvements in pick detection across seismic gathers.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Microseismic monitoring has become an integral part of most
unconventional resource development programs. They have found
wide utility in reservoir monitoring as well as resource char-
acterization studies. Phase arrival information is critical in iden-
tifying other microseismic source parameters of relevance such as
event size and hypocentral location. One of the most common
algorithms for detection is the short term averaging/long term
averaging (sta/lta) algorithm (Allen, 1978). Methods based on
abrupt changes in attributes of the seismic waveform such as
higher order statistics (skewness and kurtosis by Saragiotis et al.
(2002)) have also been used. Modern autopickers can use ad-
vanced techniques such as cross-correlation analysis (Song et al.,
2010), polarization obtained from signal covariance matrix
.org (D. Maity),
(Fischer et al., 2007), parallelized filters (Lomax et al., 2012),
Bayesian probabilistic approach for concurrent events (Wu et al.,
2015), singular value decomposition of 3-C seismograms (Kurzon
et al., 2014) and robust statistical techniques (Chen, 2005). Noise
artifacts can cause autopicker efficacy to gradually degrade though
the effect of different types of noise on different autopickers can
vary significantly. For downhole sensor deployments, the quality
of the first arrival pick is related to sub-surface structure (such as
velocity contrasts and layering), source type, source–receiver
geometry, and finally, downhole noise conditions. These factors
can lead to complicated wave-trains (such as head waves and re-
flections) and require human intervention to prevent miss-picks.
Finding a robust methodology to work under extreme noise con-
ditions is therefore a significant challenge.

In this article we use a robust hybrid neural network autopicker
(Maity et al., 2014) to make initial pick estimates. Then we use an
evolutionary algorithm to make the best possible arrival detection
based on the initial pick estimates. The basic assumption behind
the suggested approach is that moveout behavior of direct arrivals
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is predictable as it is hyperbolic and can be approximated using a
high order polynomial function. The algorithm has been ex-
tensively tested on real microseismic monitoring data from mul-
tiple gas well completions in the Marcellus shale reservoir and the
results have been compared with contemporary autopickers in use
by the industry to validate, both qualitatively and quantitatively,
the applicability of our proposed approach. The use of genetic al-
gorithms allows for optimized search and rapid detectability even
for extremely large gathers (hundreds of data channels).
2. Method

2.1. Neural network based autopicking algorithm

A robust neural network based autopicking approach is used to
make initial pick estimates. Maity et al. (2014) provide a detailed
understanding of the autopicking workflow used for this study and
can be used as a reference. In brief, the workflow involves pre-
processing steps such as noise removal through application of
frequency filters, data rotation to maximize phase arrival energy
on corresponding components, etc. For selection of training, vali-
dation and testing data subsets, a careful selection procedure is
used to account for various arrival artifacts ranging over significant
spread of the energy and frequency spectrums of the dataset being
processed. For network input design, multiple seismic data attri-
butes are evaluated (such as wavelet transform, statistical mea-
sures, or others from available autopicker algorithms, etc.). Data
subset selection involves careful analysis of the filtered spectrum
and identifying phase types of interest and making sure that the
corresponding phase arrivals are picked up with reasonable ac-
curacy by some, if not all of the selected data attributes. At the
same time, various incoherent noise artifacts are also selected
within the data subsets for improved training of network models
as classifiers. In short, representative training dataset should in-
clude interference, reflection, refraction and other propagation
and noise effects that are typically observed in downhole micro-
seismic survey datasets being studied. Next, any redundant attri-
butes are identified and pruned by correlation of normalized and
rescaled attribute measures. The aim is to minimize the number of
attributes to be used in the training process to reduce run times
and to increase the accuracy without dilution in results due to too
many attributes or by having a non-representative model due to
too few attributes. A neural network is used to map the input at-
tributes to an output characteristic function which has highs of 1’s
at the phase onsets and 0’s otherwise. The data subset selected is
subdivided into training, validation and testing sets using statis-
tical measures such as mean and skewness of distribution to verify
representativeness. The nodal inputs to the network are defined by
the selected attributes. The hidden layer is designed based on the
number of input and output layer nodes. An evolutionary algo-
rithm is used for network optimization. The output characteristic
function as obtained by applying the trained network on any da-
taset is used for pick selection as required and we will call this
function as AP1 for future reference.

2.2. Contemporary picking algorithms

Two contemporary autopicking algorithms were tested in a
comparative framework along with the proposed hybrid AP2
workflow in order to test and benchmark its performance. The first
method used is the FilterPicker algorithm which involves multiple
filters operating in parallel. The final picker characteristic function
is calculated as the envelope from a derived function which
combines the results from each filter. Lomax et al. (2012) provide a
very detailed understanding of the FilterPicker workflow. The
other picking algorithm used is the standard “sta/lta” averaging
method as implemented within microseismic monitoring (MIMO)
package developed by NORSAR. The signal detections or first break
picks are made based on signal-to-noise ratio crossing predefined
threshold and falling back below threshold within a reasonable
time interval. Oye and Roth (2003) provide a detailed under-
standing of the picking and phase detection algorithm used within
MIMO package. In this study, errors generated by the processing
packages were disregarded and actual time offsets based on
comparisons with manual picks were used for evaluation.

2.3. Pick refinement

Based on the output map obtained from any of the mentioned
picking workflow, we expect higher values of characteristic func-
tion to be indicative of possible pick locations and vice versa. The
picking approach involves time averaging of the autopicker char-
acteristic function before using limiting thresholds predefined by
the user. As the average moves beyond the defined threshold, a
possible pick is declared and then a check is made to ensure that
the time averaged value of the characteristic function falls below
the defined threshold before a second pick can be considered.
Once a pick is declared, the algorithm selects the peak (local
maxima) on the picker characteristic function as potential pick
location within the defined pick window (as obtained based on
when the value of the time averaged characteristic function rises
above and falls below predefined thresholds). A quality control
mechanism can be used which checks for ratio of two statistical
measures (mean and maximum) across the pick within the iden-
tified pick window and picks are quality controlled based on these
ratios.

2.4. Evolutionary search for optimal pick across gathers

Before final detection using evolutionary search, misclassified
picks can be removed if necessary using a weighted pick density
criteria which is evaluated for each pick. This criteria and its use is
based on the fact that for borehole geophone strings, the moveout
is generally smooth across the gather for seismic events. This in-
dicates that if a pick is located accurately on an individual trace
across a seismic gather, it should be straddled with other picks as
we move along the gather due to proximity of geophones com-
pared with typical travel paths. The density measure is computed
for ith trace by using a weighted summation approach along each
pick within a predefined evaluation window as shown in Eq. (1).
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Here, Nt defines the number of traces close to the evaluation
trace for calculation which can even include all traces across
gather when looking for far-field events. The variable k allows for
summation over a predefined window size where presence of
other picks increases pick density. This measure is normalized
based on the observed maximum and minimum over all picks
made using AP1 characteristic function. Finally, the picks asso-
ciated with the lower nth percentile of the density distribution are
pruned as erroneous provided the evaluated signal-to-noise ratio
taken cumulatively for all traces is reasonably low. Fig. 1 shows a
sample gather with the initial picks and the final pruned picks
using this measure. For this study, we use a cutoff at 10th quantile,
i.e., any pick location with a probability falling below the 10th
quantile of associated probability function is removed.

With the picks from the refinement step available for analysis,
evolutionary search can be applied to detect events across gather.
As indicated earlier, this technique is only applicable for borehole



Fig. 1. Subplot (a) shows recorded gather without any processing, (b) shows AP1 output (picker characteristic function) and preliminary picks while (c) shows pick
probability map and refined picks. Red inserts show pick location for subplots (b) & (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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data or with surface data where moveout behavior can be ap-
proximated by a high order polynomial function. We use a genetic
algorithm which mimics the theory of evolution by natural se-
lection wherein the less fit individuals from each generation are
selectively eliminated before a new generation is created. This
selection is an iterative process where an objective function is
used to evaluate the fitness of each individual in the population
and new generations are obtained by probabilistically selecting
fitter individuals from current generation. The fitness function is a
weighted summation of individual functions relating to minimiz-
ing the mean squared error based on the misfit for each pick (Eq.
(2)) as well as number of qualified “good picks” identified as those
relatively close to the polynomial fit (Eq. (3)). This closeness is
evaluated based on the quality of each pick (the local maximum of
the AP1 characteristic function) and the Euclidean distance be-
tween the AP1 pick and polynomial fit value. Function “τ” is the
final optimization function to be minimized (Eq. (4)).
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Beyond these optimization functions, certain hard constraints
on fitting can also be used including the concave down condition
based on the survey geometry and a constraint of maximum
moveout (fit curvature) based on the expected source–receiver
separations which also helps remove those far field events (such
as noise artifacts) not associated with the actual hydraulic frac-
turing treatment. Some members of the parent population are also
subjected to genetic operators such as cross-over and mutation to
generate new offspring. In short, the fitness function used tries to
identify the best possible polynomial fit through the initial picks
available provided the error in mismatch is reduced but at the
same time, better picks (as per quality of the initial picks) are more
heavily weighted through higher scoring of the individuals. A
probability measure is used to decide on the percentage of in-
dividuals from parent population that will be copied (while the
rest undergo cross-over). This probabilistic selection is im-
plemented through a rank selection process where the probability
of selection of individual is inversely proportional to its position in
the sorted population list based on fitness. Once selection of the
crossover candidates is made, the operation involves a random
subpart from the parent pair being swapped to generate two off-
spring pairs. A uniform crossover technique is used for this study.
Finally, a relatively small portion of the offspring population is
chosen at random and a randomly selected bit is flipped in the
selected population set to generate mutated offspring. In order to
reduce crowding effects (where similar individuals crowd a po-
pulation set), fitness sharing strategy is implemented which re-
scales the evaluated fitness based on the number of similar in-
dividuals in a population. The entire workflow involving initial
picking followed by evolutionary search for best pick has been
described in Fig. 2 for reference.

We also measure uncertainty in arrivals by assuming each pick
to be accurate and estimating the location of the best pick along
other traces with the assumption that the waveforms for all traces
at arrival should be similar. This sliding window cross-correlation
analysis method allows isolating events with high uncertainty
observed as wider spread of cross-correlation maximums. Fig. 3
shows two sample traces with high/low noise artifacts leading to
higher/lower arrival uncertainty as measured with all other traces
within the event gather.

Uncertainty estimates are influenced not just by the quantum
of noise observed within each gather, but also on the lack of dis-
tinct arrivals due to the characteristics of the source as well as the
structural properties of the medium and their impact on seismic
wave propagation. As an example, consider a simple synthetic test
case where a double couple source aligned in X–Z direction
(Fig. 4a) shows energy release wherein much of the compressional
wavefront does not reach the geophones (Fig. 4b–d) due to the
source–receiver geometry specified for this case. Geologic features
such as layer boundaries with very high impedance contrasts or
significant anisotropy can also impact observed energy arrivals
and consequently, the associated pick uncertainties. As an ex-
ample, depending on the layer velocities in question and the
source–receiver geometry, head waves become possible which in
turn can interfere with P wave arrivals and add to uncertainty.
Similarly layer boundary reflections can interfere with S wave ar-
rivals and add to uncertainty.

In this study, a thorough analysis of this observed uncertainty
and its impact on further processing steps has not been under-
taken. We believe that when travel time inversion algorithms are
used to identify source parameters using phase arrival data, those
geophones showing significant uncertainty have to be omitted.
3. Case study

Let us consider a sample event detection of relatively high
signal-to-noise ratio (approximately 10) data and understand the
results from the detection workflow as observed.

Based on the initial picking algorithm (AP1), picks are made
across the gather as observed in Fig. 5. We note that each trace is
assigned a unique pick based on the maxima observed with the
AP1 characteristic function (Fig. 5c). This can be modified to allow



Fig. 2. Initial picking and event detection workflow for datasets with predictable moveout.
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for multiple picks along each trace based on AP1 derived char-
acteristic function's local behavior. We also note that this event has
multiple phase arrivals which could be a result of two temporally
separate events (by approximately 0.6 s).

Based on the initial picks identified by AP1, an initial fit is ob-
tained so as to randomly fit all of the identified picks (Fig. 6a). The
polynomial fitting routine using an evolutionary algorithm for
optimization is run so as to minimize the objective function.
Parameters used for both the AP1 and AP2 workflows in this case
Fig. 3. Subplot (a) shows a sample gather with a relatively noisy (29th) and a relatively
traces within gather at arrival for 9th and 29th trace.
study are specified in Table 1.
The final pick location is selected based on local maxima in AP1

characteristic function close to the final identified polynomial fit
and the pick uncertainty is defined based on a secondary cross
correlation analysis close to the identified picks across the gather.
Fig. 6b depicts the optimization process for the sample event with
the iterative search process to identify the optimal pick.

Once the primary pick has been identified, the workflow reruns
the AP1 algorithm for segmented data sections before and after
noise free (9th) trace. Subplots (b) and (c) show cross-correlation results with other



Fig. 4. Sample synthetic test case showing (a) source–receiver geometry with 6 subsurface receivers and a double couple source with (b), (c) and (d) showing synthetic 3C
data generated highlighting very low compressional wave energy at arrivals. Dotted inserts in (b) highlight expected P-wave arrivals and arrows indicate direction of
increasing uncertainty for P-wave arrival.
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the identified pick to detect secondary arrivals. In case an arrival is
detected before the first pick onset, the primary is classified as S
phase pick and the new secondary detection is classified as P
phase pick. Fig. 7 shows the initial estimate using the segmented
dataset and the iterative search process leading to optimal sec-
ondary detection. Both primary and secondary fits seem to be
more or less linear with the primary showing a smaller slope (�
�8) compared with the secondary pick (� �5.7). This is expected
since the primary pick is actually the S phase onset which should
show a higher slope due to slower shear wave velocity. Moreover,
the primary pick shows a higher intercept constant (arrival at 1st
trace) compared to the secondary pick as expected.

The final picks (primary S phase and secondary P phase de-
tection) are shown in Fig. 8. We observe relatively accurate P and S
phase arrival detection with maximum absolute error in arrival
observed as approximately 24 ms and the average error in arrival
observed at approximately 7 ms. This seems reasonable for an
automated picking workflow which does not include any post-
detection pick refinement and also does not try for any significant
noise reduction prior to picking. However, the sample event
shared has relatively high signal-to-noise ratio and the results
should degrade with increased noise.

Looking at the uncertainty estimates for both P and S phase
arrivals made for the sample event trigger (Fig. 9), we observe high
uncertainty for picks on traces 21 and 29 for primary and for picks
on traces 21, 27 and 29 for secondary detection. This uncertainty is
highlighted through the trace display (Fig. 10) which includes the
original picks made using the AP1 picker. Trace 21 is observed to
be instrument noise, trace 27 has relatively small first break arrival
Fig. 5. Sample event file showing multiple arrivals with subplot (a) showing original d
function. Red inserts indicate the initial observed picks. (For interpretation of the refere
article.)
energy and trace 29 has low frequency noise artifact causing high
pick uncertainty.

Based on the uncertainty estimates and the percentage of un-
certain picks classified per event detected, a picked event is de-
clared for comparative analysis.
4. Results

While the case study discussed highlights a single event file
with relatively high signal-to-noise ratio, the strength of this
methodology lies in its ability to isolate hard to detect noisy mi-
croseisms. This workflow was applied on monitoring data from
multiple hydraulic fracturing stages (418) from a few Marcellus
gas wells. In this discussion, we limit ourselves to a very small
subset (20 event trigger files with a total of 660 traces) of this large
dataset for a comprehensive analysis involving visual inspection
and manual phase picking as well as comparisons with available
open source contemporary event detection algorithms. Of these 20
files, we share 4 event files in this article to highlight the robust-
ness of this detection workflow. Fig. 11 shows four sample event
files from this data subset under study and we can clearly see
events with moderate to very low signal-to-noise ratios for P
phase onset, wave reflection/interference artifacts as well as po-
tential survey geometry related artifacts. These events depict ty-
pical microseismic detections in borehole environments where
poor instrument clamping causes low signal strength and poten-
tial borehole noise artifacts.

The same workflow as discussed under the case study is
ata, (b) showing band pass filtered data and (c) showing AP1 picker characteristic
nces to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this



Fig. 6. (a) Initial fit before evolutionary search and (b) final search results [black] after iterative optimization of cost function for primary detection.

Table 1
Design parameters for AP1 & AP2 workflows used in this study. For additional
details on parameter selection for AP1, refer Maity et al. (2014).

Parameter Value

AP1: Attributes for training a1, a2, a3, a4
AP1: Evaluation window, N 0.05 s
AP1: Trigger threshold for event declaration using CF 0.3
AP2: No. of traces for density measure, Nt 8
AP2: Evaluation window for density measure, win 0.2 s
AP2: Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), No. of generations 200
AP1: Δt for good picks (Eq. (3)) 0.5 s

Fig. 8. Primary and secondary (first break) arrivals for reference event showing
more robust primary arrival compared to the secondary detection.
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applied to this data subset and the workflow detects both primary
and secondary arrivals for the four sample events shown. Fig. 12
shows the detections and highlights the robustness of the auto-
matic event detection routine under relatively low signal-to-noise
ratio conditions. We note that in all of the four examples shown,
the primary detection is a late period S phase energy arrival while
the secondary detection is the first break or possibly P phase ar-
rival. This is expected in borehole environments where S wave is
typically the most energetic and shows more strongly on the
gathers.

For event gathers with propagation artifacts, the devised de-
tection strategy iteratively moves towards the actual arrival based
on a limited number of accurate phase detections clustered along
the gather. This is highlighted with the plot of the updates ob-
served during evolutionary search for two such sample events
(Fig. 13).

The results obtained with this workflow (AP2) were compared
with the original picks made using the AP1 algorithm as well as
two other contemporary event picking algorithms (FilterPicker
and MIMO). For reference, the parameters used for these algo-
rithms have been specified under Tables 2 and 3. We need to
highlight that the choice of most of these parameters is influenced
by the data being processed and will vary based on factors ranging
from dominant period of seismic wave-train to the sampling rate.
For detailed understanding of these parameters, we suggest a re-
view of the associated references.
Fig. 7. (a) Initial fit over segmented data before evolutionary search and (b) final search
For comparative analysis, manual picks were made (both P and
S phase arrivals) for the entire data subset under study. Then, the
offset of picks from each algorithm was compared with the base-
line manual pick. This was done for all picks made provided a
corresponding manual pick was available for comparison. The total
picks possible for each event gather is 66 (33P phase picksþ33S
phase picks) giving us potentially 660P phase picks and 660S
phase picks for analysis. Since all picks could not be identified
manually with desired accuracy, the actual number of picks
compared was considerably lower (more so for P phase arrivals).
Fig. 14 shows examples of both very high and very low SNR event
and the results from the picking routines used in the study. We
observe the proposed workflow to perform reasonably well even
in situations where the contemporary routines fail to make a
usable pick or make erroneous arrival detections (Fig. 14c).

With the hybrid detection workflow (AP2), both primary and
secondary picks are assigned if the algorithm is able to success-
fully detect them. However, this may not always be the case, in
particular where we have relatively low signal-to-noise ratios.
results [black] after iterative optimization of cost function for secondary detection.



Fig. 9. Pick uncertainty estimates with blue dots showing the mean of the spread and the vertical bars showing the spread of uncertainty. Plot (a) shows pick uncertainty
estimates for primary pick and (b) shows uncertainty estimates for secondary pick. Picks with relatively high uncertainty are tagged with a cross. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 15 shows the total P and S phase detections made by the four
methods and how they compare with total number of manual
picks available.

We can clearly observe that in both cases, we were unable to
pick most of the potential phase arrivals. This problem was par-
ticularly acute with P phase where the arrival energies were ap-
proximately 2 orders of magnitude lower than for S phase. Of the
660 potential picks for each phase, 20 had to be discarded as they
correspond with vertical component (instrument noise issue) for
geophone # 7. A total of 541S phase and 329P phase manual picks
were successfully made. We observe that the proposed hybrid
workflow (AP2) shows good results at offsets higher than �13 ms
for P phase and �11 ms for S phase data. We also observe that the
proposed algorithm is able to resolve almost all S phase arrivals
that could be manually picked within 725 ms. However, we do
not observe the same with P phase arrivals for many instances
where the algorithm failed to pick due to lack of “preliminary”
detections available for fitting. However, we do observe the results
to show an overall improvement in arrival detectability albeit with
higher uncertainty. This is further highlighted in Fig. 16 where the
higher variances in the distribution of time offsets from picks
made using AP2 algorithm points towards this uncertainty.

We also note that there are many instances where manual
Fig. 10. Blow up sections showing trace # 21, 27 and 29 highlighting high uncerta
picks could not be made but the proposed workflow is able to
detect a potential phase arrival. This could be true for some in-
struments (partial gather) as observed in Fig. 13 or across the
entire gather. Fig. 17 shows a sample event where it is very hard to
manually pick P phase onsets but the auto detection workflow is
able to identify a possible P phase arrival.

Finally, we would like to highlight the demonstrated immunity
towards noise from using AP2 algorithm. AS observed, this is
primarily true for situations where atleast some picks can be in-
itially made across the seismic gather. This is a necessary condition
for the processing workflow to function as it then provides enough
data for the cost function (Eq. (4)) to generate usable results and in
the absence of which, the optimization methodology will fail. This
implies that the effectiveness of this approach will be significantly
dependent on the initial picking routine used for analysis (AP1 in
this study). The better the algorithms used for the initial picks, the
better the final AP2 results upon application of this workflow. So
in situations where the signal-to-noise ratio is very low and initial
picks cannot be made, the AP2 algorithm will not be able to pro-
vide usable picks. The value of this workflow lies in getting addi-
tional data in form of arrivals from catalogs where the signal
quality is poor and significant arrivals though detectable need to
be discarded due to insufficient coherence across the seismic
inty in S phase (trace # 21 & 29) and P phase (trace # 21, 27 and 29) arrivals.



Fig. 11. Four sample events showing arrivals of both P and S phase energy. For subplots (a) and (d), P phase energy onset is very hard to detect. For subplots (b) and (c), the
acquisition geometry leads to partial moveouts for P phase energy onset.

Fig. 12. Final phase detections for four selected events showing both primary and secondary detection. The algorithm works in situations where propagation geometry
creates lower energy onsets for sections of the event gather (subplots b and c) or where attenuation leads to lower P phase onset energies (subplots a and d).

D. Maity, I. Salehi / Computers & Geosciences 86 (2016) 23–3330



Fig. 13. Two sample iterative optimization runs with final event detection (black inserts) shown as subplots (c) and (d) as they correspond with arrivals shown in subplots (a)
and (b). The green section highlights zone with relatively accurate preliminary detections based on AP1 and red inserts show sections of gather with relatively poor fit or no
AP1 derived picks. The arrows highlight the direction of best fit with succesive iterations of evolutionary algorithm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Design parameters for MIMO (event detection) algorithm used in this study. For
additional details on parameter selection and other relevant parameters (associa-
tion, phase picking), refer MIMO Reference Manual (2012).

Parameter Value

Duration of STA-window 0.01 s
Duration of LTA-window 0.2 s
Detection threshold 2
Noise threshold 1
Typical duration of events 0.2 s
Filter type Error prediction
Order of Butterworth bandpass filter 2
Low frequency 10 Hz
High frequency 90 Hz
Duration of noise window 0.1 s

Table 3
Design parameters for FilterPicker routine used in this study. For additional details
on parameter selection, refer Lomax et al. (2012).

Parameter Description Value

Tfilter Long period for filtered signals 0.25 s
Tlong Time over which time averaged statistics are computed 2 s
S1 Trigger threshold for event declaration using CF 10
S2 Pick is declared if within Tup after trigger, CF exceeds S2

� Tup

10

Tup Time window for pick validation 0.1 s
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gathers.
Fig. 14. Sample trace blow out sections highlighting energy at arrivals and corre-
sponding picks made by algorithms under study for (a) high signal-to-noise,
(b) moderate signal-to-noise and (c) very low signal-to-noise test cases.
5. Conclusion

A robust event detection routine has been developed which
utilizes expected moveout characteristics for downhole sensor
deployments to identify potential events from raw microseismic
datasets. The workflow also searches for secondary phases if



Fig. 15. Results from comparative analysis of four picking algorithms. Subplot (a) shows results for P phase detections and (b) shows results for S phase detections.

Fig. 16. Distribution of time differences between automated and manual picks for P phase arrivals using (a) AP2, (b) AP1, (c) MIMO and (d) FilterPicker algorithms and for S
phase arrivals using (e) AP2, (f) AP1, (g) MIMO and (h) FilterPicker algorithms.

Fig. 17. Subplot (a) shows time window with a possible event and subplot (b) shows final primary and secondary detections using AP2. Blue dotted inserts show possible P &
S arrival as per visual inspection but it is clear that manual picking is extremely hard due to very low signal-to-noise ratio. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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possible to isolate potential P and S phase energy arrivals in the
data. Our tests on application with real microseismic monitoring
data from the Marcellus shows very good applicability and im-
proved detectability when compared with contemporary event
detection algorithms in use. While we have used a neural-nets
based hybrid autopicker to make the initial picks, the workflow
allows flexibility to use any other primary picking algorithm to
make these initial pick estimates, provided the picks are reason-
ably accurate. While the proposed workflow shows relatively high
immunity towards incoherent background noise, directional co-
herent noise artifacts can cause significant misclassifications. In
order to tide over this issue, we propose the use of this
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microseismic event detection algorithm with a robust noise re-
moval tool such as time-delay or adaptive beamformer (Widrow
and Sterns, 1985) which can remove coherent noise in a robust
manner before the actual detection routine is applied. Future work
involves testing the efficacy of such a modified workflow including
adaptive noise filtering for downhole microseismic applications by
studying the impact of the same on quality of identified micro-
seismic source parameters.
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